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* PROCOMP-556-1/2-28 shown above

¼  Models with 7.62 and larger bore diameter feature neutral porting 
    so brake loads bi-pod legs evenly

¼  Models with bore diameter less than 7.62 (e.g. 5.56) feature offset  
    porting so rifle tracks straight back

¼  Melonite coating provides maximum protection against harsh  
    environmental conditions and facilitates cleaning after extreme use  

¼  High-precision single-point barrel interface threads

¼  Precision CNC machined from USA mill-certified bar stock 

¼  Inspected for all critical dimensions including concentricity 
    and alignment

¼  Made in the USA

SureFire’s ProComp Muzzle Brakes are constructed of heat-treated 
steel, precision machined from USA mill-certified bar stock. Each 
ProComp Muzzle Brake features high-precision single-point barrel 
interface threads. The advanced ProComp Muzzle Brakes, greatly 
reduce both recoil impulse and muzzle rise so that the weapon 
tracks straight back to keep you on target for faster shot-to-shot 
recovery. Its patented Impulse Diffusion design minimizes side 
blast and rear-directed concussion effects. Muzzle Brakes with a 
bore diameter of 7.62 or greater feature neutral porting for an even 
loading of bipod legs; those with a smaller bore diameter have 
offset porting so that the rifle tracks straight back in recoil. ProComp 
Muzzle Brakes reduce recoil and muzzle rise for faster shot-to-shot 
recovery. ProComp Muzzle Brakes are individually inspected for 
concentricity and alignment, and each is covered by SureFire’s No-
Hassle Promise.

5.56MM .223 CAL

7.62MM .308 CAL
PRECISION MACHINED

MUZZLE BRAKE STAND-ALONE (NON-SOCOM ADAPTER)
PRocoMP

FEATURES

PROCOMP MUZZLE BRAKE

FINISH Nitride Finish
CALIBER 5.56 mm, 7.62 mm

WEIGHT 5.56 - 3.4 oz (96 g) ; 7.62 - 3.1 oz (90 g)

LENGTH 5.56 - 2.5 inches (6.35 cm) ; 7.62 - 2.7 inches (6.85 cm)

*Actual length may vary, depending on which SureFire adapter is used
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5.56mm
Flash Hider:
PROCOMP-556-1/2-28

7.62mm
Flash Hider:
PROCOMP-762-5/8-24

SUREFIRE ADAPTERS
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TYPE Kraft 2 Color Box

HEIGHT 2.75 inches (6.99 cm)

WIDTH 1.65 inches (4.2 cm)

DEPTH 1 inches (2.54 cm)

DISPLAY Shelf

5.56 mm Actual Size

7.62 mm Actual Size
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∞ 5.56 mm

∞ 7.62 mm

PACKAGING SPECS BODY SPECS

OTHER VIEWS


